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Abstract 

 

Communication physician-patient remains an important dimension of the medical act, despite 

massive technologization computerized diagnostic systems, in which the patient, alone and 

naked, lives anguish and regression refreshes the primordial fears and not the least, 

experience humiliation, along with sadness and helplessness. 

Objective: Description of the act diagnostic and therapeutic communication, princeps as a 

condition of medical propedeutic. 

Hypothesis: Attitudinal behavioral changes in disease are great and different from acute to 

thechronic, and also from a person to another, depending on somatically condition and its 

pre-morbid personality.  

Results: The present paper review: dialogue with the patient, listening ability, benevolent 

neutrality, magical thinking on the disease occurrence, power given by society to medical 

act; description of attitudinal behavior changes induced by disease, diseases types and 

patients, as well as psychological connotations of clinical diagnosis. 

Conclusions: The disease is an existential impasse, with its emphasis on premorbid traits of 

addiction area, anxiety, self-centered, narrowing the sphere of interests, Ego excitement and 

cenestopathy apotheosize. 
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The size of the physician - patient relationship, 

communication is as important as knowledge, with 

multiple levels of manifestation. This can occur a 

tintra personal, interpersonal, communicating with 

family or communicating in groups of patients, if 

necessary. Nonverbal communication is important, 

because it is objective ("God gave man the words 

to be able to lie") (Constantin, M.N., 1981). On the 

other hand, in the act of diagnosis there is that open 

question, which encourages reflection and 

reformulation. Medically speaking, it is important 

to have the ability to translate in terms of non-

medical condition of the patient and to encourage 

them, without giving them false hope. The doctor 

himself is dominated by the need to help and that 

do so gladly favors the appearance of the transfer. 

The "Take up thy bed and walk" is an imperative 

communication, suggestive, meaning that at 

Delphi, the man went to communicate. 

Today, communication is impiety by technology. 

Communication involvese motional resonance, 

disease representing a moment of existential crisis. 

Medicine, beings acerdotal, gives the doctor the 

ability to control time and each other's lives, 

therefore communication doctor –patient is a 

manifestation of ideas, thoughts, prediction made 

face to face with the patient (Constantin, M.N., 

1981)..  

Dialogue with patients should be structured, but not 

formalized. Because medicine, overtime, acquired a 

sacred and empirical aura, this thing involves a 

mature approach in medical cases, in terms of 

communication, patience in "making medicine case 

by case" and especially, the art of knowing how to 

listen. The patient appreciates in the first place 

doctors who know how to listen (it is an active 

listening, not passive, like the one in music) and 

secondly appreciate what they say. It's kind of 

carefully listening, which can be translated as 

"watch and support him", gestural (Constantin, 

M.N., 1981)..  

Also, benevolent neutrality can be translated by a 

different set of rules, such as:"I express kindness 

that other speaks to me."Most affected by the 

disease and more sensitive to communication are 

older patients. Elders need to contain phrases, 

summaries do them, paraphrases, ask them 

questions. Patients do not tolerate lack of listening, 

hostility, rejection, inequality in treating patients 

and most important, communicate with each other, 

which makes the doctor to be vulnerable. Last but 

not least, medical images ensure therapy 

compliance.  

Magical thinking involves that in disease every 

thing starts from an offense ("New Age"model – 

Integrative Medicine) (Dubos, R. 1974). The 

importance of friends is proven even if the disease 

(credible models will be most of ten taken as a 

norm or rule that "it will happen to me"). Doctor’s 

questions about family, patient's life outside mental 

disorder, existingmethods, detailed explanations 

regarding treatment, the regime to be followed, 

helping him to decide on what you need to do 

further. 

In the patient's life, of paramount importance is the 

moment disease occurrence. The doctor, through 

dialogue with the person in front of him, sees how 

the patient knows to be sick (from Latin models, to 

be arstoically). Questions such as: "What do you 

think it caused your illness?"sent to the fantasmatic 

model that dominates the concerned subconscious. 

Physician authority fascinates. Questions such as: 

"What would you like me to do?" or "How do you 

think I can help you?" are symbolic negociations, 

which are important in the placebo phenomenon. 

Physician and patient, unknowingly, chose 

themselves, just as patient selected creates 

physician image(Dubos, R. 1974). When the 

patient comes to the specialist, it is a sure sign that 

he has already exhausted friends and he wants to 

lead this search (of a possible answer regarding 

their condition) a step further. What patients may 

not know, but the physician should be extremely 

aware of this fact, is that 80% of diagnosis puts it 

your history. The patient wants in the first place 

listening and then the therapist competence, that is 

why it feels good  speaking, explaining, trying to 

intuit what up set the patient. Physical barriers are a 

sign of defensive medicine. Even when patients ask 

for some thing to limit the legal aspects, pure 

intention is not to fool medically (Dubos, R. 1974).  

In roles’ theory, physician is invested with power 

by society (sacerdotal function - the patient stands 

naked in front of the doctor, humble, gives blood, 

while specialist knows more, has the answers to the 

questions the patient has the solution). 

Transfer is high  on the doctor, because it has the 

authority and prestige. At the same time, if 

expectations are deluded, negative transfer occurs 

(physicians are blamed and are defamed). 

The orientation of the patient is more related to 

affective dimension, while orientation is related to 

disease physician. From this perspective, we can 

say that there is a kind of negotiation, in which the 

patient him self suggests a specific diagnosis. 

However, a sin any negotiation, the patient should 

not belied to. Treatment success can be considered 

if only decrease depression, after hearing a severe 

diagnosis. The therapist must communicate their 

interest in sick, even if some times it does so in a 

manners lightly histrionic, but it should not leave 

them the impression that can be tricked or can hide 

information that could assist in the diagnosis 

(Dubos, R. 1974). Balint said that, in many cases, 

medicine is the doctor himself. 

Psychological content of clinical diagnosis 

Clinical diagnosis offers count less traps, especially 

to the young doctors. There is satisfaction (pride) to 

have put a diagnosis, after that; reduces the 

problem of treatmentitself.Somaticdiagnosishas 
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come to be more valued than the functional 

(example psychiatric) and physicians even more 

satisfied, as diagnosis is more related to the 

anatomical part (Delay, J. 1984). There's another 

side to the coin, when the doctor gets to feel 

embarrassed, to "offer" the patient's symptoms 

cannot give a physical diagnosis. 

From this point of view, diagnosis levels can be 

divided in to three categories: surgical diagnosis, 

which is symbolically saving, the medical 

diagnosis, which is situated in the middle area and 

psychiatric diagnosis, which is sometimes regarded 

as having positive meaning and representing an 

uncertain area. 

Behavioral regression issue from the psychology 

and health pedagogy perspective 

Regression involves reactivation of attitudinal 

manifestations, desires, aspirations, expectation, 

explanations and skills from childhood. It exists in 

every individual and depends on: disease, pre 

morbid personality, experience of illness, severity 

and evolutionary moment. In mental illness it is 

higher, which make sand dependence of therapist to 

be higher. 

Transference and counter-transference phenomen a 

condition including pharmaco-dynamic action of 

the drug and placebo phenomenon. The patient 

invests the doctor, following an empirical 

pedagogy some time acted upon. Regressions 

require handling the transfer itself and pedagogy 

and ensure patient compliance to treatment. Also, 

chronization of the disease requires pedagogy, 

because the role and status changes involvere 

habilitation and physiotherapy to accept 

compromise (a new way of life, limits, possibilities, 

demanding). Balint said that this pedagogy is 

similar to child evolution to adulthood, disease 

supposing limitation of patient freedom. 

Emotional and behavioral regression (Delay, J. 

1984)  given by disease include: externalization 

excessive suffering, childish attitudes, "whining"  

tone, tyranny, as the case-commanding tone. Delay 

and Pichot postulated egocentrism, as the horizon 

restriction, cenesthesia growth, the importance of 

nutrition, excretion, digestion, disease sensations 

related or not, leading to whim and terrorizing the 

entourage of the sick individual (Delay, J. 1984). 

Dependency on physician and entourage involves 

responsibility decrease and presents secondary 

benefit. Prevalence of emotions, primary emotions 

(unipolar development) intensely, expansive, 

complained, anger, joy, decreased tolerance to 

frustration, signals a fragile personality and 

ultrasensitized due to illness. 

Other cues of emotional and behavioral regression 

(Festinger L, 1954)  would be: 

aggressiveness(resulting from dependency) anxiety 

+/-sadness, depression, with its somatic correlation. 

Illness as the major source of various mental 

stresses 

The disease is a threat to integrity of state and 

individual role. French surgeon Leriche said that 

disease is a somatic condition of the patient. It is 

also, a moment of awareness of the patient and 

contributes to the state of permanent tension, 

starting with diagnosis and until medical 

interpretations and following proper treatment 

(Festinger L, 1954)  .  

Negligentlyregardingtocertainsymptomsmaybeself-

criticalandlaudatoryjudgment (by physician or 

patient), there are three versions of the report  

individual –disease (Gabbard, G.O., 2007): 

o disease acceptance. This stage can be 

realistic, rational, involves behavior 

adjustment, but can also lead to a 

disproportionate awareness. 

o disease ignorance. Low level of culture we 

may say. Also, depending on the disease 

type(mental, neurological) stronge motional 

tension moments occur or total ignorance, 

which may cause feelings of pride 

(laudatory state). 

o denial of the disease. Some patients, not 

subject to limits, under estimate symptoms 

and have a defiant attitude, self deluded 

(unconscious defense mechanism). 

Often, cancero-phobich as neurotic symptoms 

while true patients do not go to the doctor. Here, as 

in other types of moods and anxiety, there are 

various attitudes of the patient to wards the disease 

it self or to the doctor/caretakers (Gabbard, G.O., 

2007). The combative requires mental balance and 

adaptation to reality. The attitude of resignation 

indicates lack of interest, depression, fatalism. 

There are individuals who seek refuge in the 

disease, its secondary benefit (histrionic 

personalities). Problematical attitude induces to 

patient guilt, "negotiation", looking guilty able to 

show stoicism, access to subculture (evil eye 

charms). High valorization of illness shows, 

indifferent registers, experience of self-awareness, 

reflection, shift, but may be a sign of poor 

performance (Gabbard, G.O., 2007) 

The disease is an existential impasse, especially 

when the changes touch the wish area of the 

patient. Limits physical and mental capacities, lost 

some gratification. Illness involves environmental 

changes (example: hospital atmosphere, changing 

customs and rituals of daily, etc.). Relational 

changes occur: sometimes the lower hospitalized 

contacts with family, for others- increases the 

feeling of emotional security. Among the things 

that are factors of stress for the patient, the most 

common are un fortunate examples are: inductions 

iatrogenic, conflicting information about the 

disease (sequelae, relapses), what the patient 

knows(fear of the unknown), anxiety related to 

investigations, therapeutic measures, allergic 

history, medications that "not doing well". Family 

and professional reinsertion after illness/treatment 
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may also cause a high degree of stress. The idea of 

being a burden to family and entourage 

embarrassment cause panic to patient and is often 

transmitted to physician.  

Behavioral changes induced by disease 

In most cases, milddiseases are treated in as hort 

term, not affecting the patient serious social 

balance created over time for those who want it 

maintained, both hospitalization and, especially, at 

discharge. However, the issue of behavioral 

regression, evasion, use of the disease as an excuse 

to resign from social obligations is behave or 

sinduced by disease, sometimes have dramatic 

consequences (Goanga F.S, 1938).  

The patient may exaggerate symptoms and thus 

achieves its aim to decrease the effectiveness of 

treatment, behavior coupled with a pessimistic 

mood leads to worsening symptoms). Also, you 

may notice an increase in introversion. 

Ego exaltation (Delay, J, 1984) (concept evidenced 

by Delay and Pichot) is what makes the individual, 

as a patient, to express themselves in the register:"I 

a man interesting case."This  "status" gives the 

proud satisfaction and lead to greater primitive 

narcissistic traits. Beyond all these aspects outlined 

above, but the disease can symbolize a school of 

human mutual aid: solidarity between people 

suffering is impressive. 
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